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In any business there are a set of rules that the most
successful people use. Freelancing is no different.
There's the way most people operate and then
there's the way successful people operate. This book
shares those rules. Who it's for: - Freelancers beginner or experienced - who want to close clients
more easily. - Freelancers who want to know how
the industry really works. - Freelancers who want to
sell products and grow their income beyond the
hourly grind. What's inside:50 laws, broken up into
five sections: 1. Setting up your business for scale.
2. Solidifying your sales methods. 3. Closing clients
and bringing in revenue. 4. Delivering value and
growing. 5. Scaling your freelance business into a
freelance empire. Why you should read this book: It's practical: This book isn't filled with grand
promises. It's filled with actual insights and tips you
can use to grow your business. - It's road-tested:
Everything in this book came from actual business
success. This isn't a "best practice" book. It's a "this
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The 50 Laws of Freelancing "I love it. This book is
incredibly practical for people who want to take
control of their freelance business, and achieve a
level of personal fulfilment that everyone should
aspire to in their careers." - Matthew Spoke - CEO,
Moves Financial "The 50 Laws of Freelancing is a
straightforward, action-oriented guide to finding
success as a freelancer." - April Dunford Positioning Consultant and Bestselling Author of
Obviously Awesome "The 50 Laws of Freelancing is
a must-read for any freelancer, new or old. This book
gives you a roadmap to take your business to the
next level while remaining realistic through the whole
process. I wish I had this when I was starting off!" Anita Chauhan - full-time freelancer,
www.anitachauhan.com "Every freelancer should
read this book. It's practical, thoughtful, and
comprehensive." - Brice Scheschuk - Managing
Partner, Globalive Capital "This book is a must-read
for all freelancers. Those at every experience level
will find something valuable. I see things that I can
do to improve - even after running my freelance
business for 20+ years." - Michelle Garrett - PR
Consultant, Writer, and host of #FreelanceChat on
Twitter"Don't have the time to read ten books on how
to start a successful freelance business? Good
news: You just need to read this one. Stefan has
pulled together an insightful, actionable checklist that
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Juliana Casale - marketing freelancer and owner of
Quick Wins DepartmentAbout the author: Stefan has
been a freelance writer and content strategist since
2017 and has worked with some of the most wellknown startups and venture capitalists in the
business. While building his freelancing business, he
has also interviewed hundreds of entrepreneurs,
investors, freelancers, and business leaders on what
it takes to build a successful business. His work has
been featured in Huffington Post, Fast Company,
Thrive Global, BetaKit, and more.
Thinking about becoming your own boss and
embarking on the wonderful and rewarding journey
of freelancing? The Principles of Successful
Freelancing is for you. In this easy-to follow guide
you'll learn what's important in transforming your
skills into a booming freelance business. This book
leads you through the entire process, from getting
started, through to winning and keeping loyal clients.
Running a successful freelance business is easy,
and with the information in this book, you'll
confidently turn your freelancing dream into a
profitable reality. Learn how to make a smooth
transition into freelancing Understand how to
effectively manage your money Ensure you spend
your time on the right activities Discover why a
work/life balance is important Learn how your
network can support you and your business
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The 12 Principles Of Successful Freelancing Get
Organized Keep your workspace tidy and plan
ahead(short- and long-term). Control Stress Remain
calm and work through issues to avoid early
burnout.. Research Spend quality time researching
your proposed business-it's more than a five minute
web surf. Be Passionate Love your work! You should
enjoy what you do for a living. Budget Save for a
rainy day rather than spend every centas it comes in.
Value your Health Bad health stops you from
working. Take time to exercise and maintain a
nutritious diet. Embrace Selling Enjoy the sales
challenge-it's easier than you think! Satisfy
Customers Don't do average work-exceed their
expectations and make them need you. Grow Your
Network Value family and friends' support, and meet
new people all the time. Maintain Cashflow It's what
is in the bank that counts, not what you are billingunderstand the difference. Continually Learn Keep
acquiring new skills and knowledge, every week. Let
it slip and you could be left behind. Achieve a
Work/Life Balance Your life should be more than
work-maintain a good balance for health and
success.
Vincent and his wife were stuck in dead end
newspaper photography jobs, in debt, stressed, with
a baby on the way while making $15 an hour. After
winning the highest award in his field, Vincent was
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offered a 3 percent raise. He knew at that moment
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he needed a monumental change. One month away
from their baby being born, Vincent and Elizabeth
started a side photography business out of
desperation. In less than four years, they grew their
business to pay off all of their debt, including their
home, and left their jobs for a life of freedom. With
the world moving rapidly towards a freelance model,
Freelance to Freedom is not only timely and
necessary, but itʼs also entertaining, engaging and
paints a picture for anyone looking for a life of
freedom with money, time and location.
Freelancing in the New Economy? It's a whole new
game. No more 9-to-5. No boss. Work whenever and
wherever you want on interesting projects with great
clients. Make lots of money! "Freelancing will be
fun," they said. Once you figure it out, sure. You can
make lots of money, travel the world, and work on
your terms. Problem is, it's a crowded, noisy,
competitive freelancing world. If it seems like every
third person you meet these days is a freelancer of
some kind, you're not off. It's the Wild West all over
again, and there's no straight-shooting guidebook to
help you figure it all out. Until now. The Freelancer
Manifesto will show you a new way to stand out and
thrive in the New Economy. You'll find out how to:
Stay ahead of the curve, and the mass of freelancers
unwittingly doing the opposite. Stake your claim,
regardless of your specialty or location. Scale your
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business, whether you're just starting out or an
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experienced pro. The Freelancer Manifesto gives
you a different way of operating in the New
Economy. Take it, use it, stand out, and prosper.
Steve Roller CafeWriter.com
Writer's Digest Handbook of Making Money
Freelance Writing
The Principles of Successful Freelancing
Take Control of Your Work and Live Life on Your
Own Terms
A Totally Unconventional Guide to Freelance Writing
Success
The Work at Home Success Guide
Become Your Own Boss, Do What You Love, and
Make Money Doing It
Make Money As a Freelance Writer
The author of the New York Times Bestseller THE
$100 STARTUP, shows how to launch a profitable
side hustle in just 27 days. To some, the idea of
quitting their day job to start a business is
exhilarating. For others, it’s terrifying. After all, a
job that produces a steady paycheck can be
difficult to give up. But in a time when businesses
have so little loyalty to employees that the very
notion of “job security” has become a punchline,
wouldn’t it be great to have an additional source of
income to fall back on? And wouldn’t it be great to
make that happen without leaving your day job?
Enter the Side Hustle. Based on detailed
information from hundreds of case studies, Chris
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anyone can
use to create and launch a profitable
project in less than a month. Designed for the busy
and impatient, this plan will have you generating
income immediately, without the risk of throwing
yourself head first into the world of
entrepreneurship. Whether you just want to make
some extra money, or start something that may
end up replacing your day job entirely, the side
hustle is the new job security. When you generate
income from multiple sources, it gives you options,
and in today’s world, options aren't just nice to
have: they're essential. You don’t need
entrepreneurial experience to launch a profitable
side hustle. You don’t need a business degree,
know how to code, or be an expert marketer. And
you certainly don’t need employees or investors.
With this book as your guide, anyone can learn to
build a fast track to freedom.
Are you ready to jump-start your freelance career?
Freelance Newbie has you covered! In this book,
you’ll learn practical, actionable steps you can
start using today to get your first client by the end
of the week. Featuring all the methods, techniques,
tips, tricks, and insights you need to succeed,
Freelance Newbie was written by a working
freelancer whose mission is to help people like you
find personal success and financial independence.
The material you’ll read here has never been
featured at a lower price — you simply cannot get
this kind of value for less. We go through
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Jobsexactly what you need to do to
so you know
become a successful freelancer. In Freelance
Newbie, you’ll learn how to: :• Develop a
business plan from scratch• Establish a suitable
work environment • Configure your own freelance
website to generate quality leads • Determine
what services to offer (and what to do if you don't
know how to do something) • Figure out an
appropriate pricing scheme for your services •
Find “starter” clients that pave the way for 5-star
social proof and full-paying, long-term clients •
Draft effective proposals and contracts• Advertise
for free (or very, very cheaply) • Deliver aboveaverage customer service • Efficiently complete
client projects — time runs out FAST • And much,
much more! This book can also be used as the
perfect companion manual to the video course
available on Udemy by RealToughCandy.
Are you ready to fly the corporate coop and
become the boss of you? Do you dream of busting
out of the cubicle wasteland and finding greener
pastures as a freelancer? If so, you’re in good
company. The U S Department of Labor estimates
that nearly one-fourth of the American workforce
is self-employed and that number is sure to
increase over the next decade. But do you have
what it takes to succeed as a freelancer,
consultant, or contract employee? Do you even
know what it takes to make it on your own? Here’s
your chance to find out. A total guide to starting
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and running a freelance business, Freelancing For
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DummiesJobs
is for anyone thinking about striking out
on their own, or who’s already decided to make the
move into self-employment. It’s also an excellent
resource for established freelancers looking for
ways to jumpstart their businesses. Written by a
top corporate communication consultant, it features
hard-won tips from a slew of successful
freelancers, including an accountant, a wr iter, a
computer trainer, a graphic designer, a market
researcher, an event planner, a medical trainer and
others who share what they know about how to:
Organize your home office and budget your time
Create the ideal working environment Evaluate
jobs and projects Land new business and manage
client relationships Manage your money and pay
your taxes Stay positive and manage the emotional
uncertainties of self-employment Here’s your
chance to take the leap from employee to boss with
minimal stress and minimal sweat. A survival guide
to building a successful freelance career,
Freelancing For Dummies features: Selfassessments to gauge your skills and personality
Critical “Get in, get out” information A gold mine of
checklists, tear-out sheets, and sample forms Top
ten lists War stories from freelancers who’ve
made it Do you long for the freedom of being your
own boss? Relax and let expert Susan Drake help
you make the transition to becoming a fulltime
freelancer.
As the hipster classic Craft, Inc. did for crafters,
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this book will teach all types of creatives
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illustrators,
photographers, graphic designers,
animators, and more how to build a successful
business doing what they love. Freelancing pros
Meg Mateo Ilasco and Joy Deangdeelert Cho
explain everything from creating a standout
portfolio to navigating the legal issues of starting a
business. Accessible, spunky, and packed with
practical advice, Creative, Inc. is an essential for
anyone ready to strike out on their own.
Money Hacks
The Freelance Way
The Complete Adventurer's Guide
Your Roadmap to Success in the Gig Economy
Being Boss
Stop Thinking Like a Freelancer
Freelance to Freedom
Freelancing For Dummies

This is Great Book for Freelancers to explore
Freelance Opportunities and Make Money Online
as Freelancer. This books aims at helping the
Freelancers by suggesting Freelance
Marketplaces and Tips to succeed as Great
Freelancer.
The most comprehensive book for freelancers
ever written - Packed with proven freelance knowhow, including advice from world-class experts
like David Allen (Getting Things Done), Adam
Grant (Give and Take), Austin Kleon (Show Your
Work), and David H. Hansson (Remote: Office
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Not Required). The Freelance Way is THE
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business book for independent professionals. It
presents the best available and fully up-to-date
freelance know-how, compiled from hundreds of
quality sources, including surveys, the latest
market data, advice from world-class experts, as
well as real-life experiences and stories from
hundreds of professionals in different fields and
countries, which makes the book highly relevant
to freelancers worldwide. The contents of this
volume cover all the basics and best practices
for beginning freelancers, as well as advanced
career strategies and tools for freelance
veterans. There are practical tips for greater
productivity, successful teamwork, smart
pricing, powerful business negotiations,
bulletproof personal finance, effective marketing,
and much more.
Achieve all of your financial goals with these 300
easy solutions to all your personal finance
questions—from paying off your student loans to
managing investments. Are you looking for ways
to decrease your spending…and start increasing
your savings? Need some simple advice for
maximizing your investments? Want to start
planning for your retirement but don’t know
where to start? It’s now easier than ever to
achieve all your financial goals! Many people are
afraid to talk about money, which means that you
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might be missing some of the best money-saving
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skills out there! In Money Hacks you will learn
the basics of your finances so you can start
making every penny count. Whether you’re
trying to pay down debt, start an emergency
fund, or make the smartest choice on a major
purchase, this book is chock-full of all the useful
hacks to make your money work for you in every
situation!
A guide to creating copy that connects with
customersand makes the sale Advertising and
promotion professionals have long known that,
while bells and whistles may grab a customer's
attention, words make the sale. Yet, nearly a
decade into the Web revolution, E-commerce
professionals are just now waking up to the fact
that the usual high-tech, graphics-heavy
approach to site design is bad for business. Net
Words explores the reasons why and makes a
strong case for a revolutionary new approach to
copywriting tailored to the unique demands of a
powerful new medium. With the help of dozens
of examples of successful and unsuccessful online writing, author Nick Usborne shows readers
how to harness the power of the written word for
the Web. Readers learn how to imbue a business
with a distinctive on-line "voice" and use it to
forge lasting bonds with customers, increase
market share, and close sales.
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and Build a Business You Love
quickly make easy money on the internet for
kids, teens stay at home moms, freelance
writers, college students & more...
The Renegade Writer
The Insightful Guide to Becoming a Freelancer
A Beginner’s Guide to Finding Clients, Making
Money, and Building Your Web Development
Empire
A Personal Finance System for Freelancers,
Entrepreneurs, and Side-Hustlers
The Money Book for Freelancers, Part-Timers,
and the Self-Employed
The Freelance Content Marketing Writer

Start and Scale Your Freelance Business
The freelance portion of the workforce and
the economy is growing at a rapid pace,
but the lack of proper training or
knowledge about how to run a freelance
venture sets most freelancers up for
failure. With this new workforce picking
up speed, the need is real and the time is
now for freelancers to learn how to take
their businesses and their paychecks to
the next level. The Six-Figure Freelancer
is a proven path, a battle-tested guide
that works for freelancers of all types
and includes the author's five years of
trial-by-fire lessons used to find, land,
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business to the six-figure level and keep
it there: Knowing the current phase of
your freelance business Getting into the
right mindset to shift your money power
Knowing how to spot high-value, highdollar clients Determining the structure
of your six-figure business (solo or
agency model?) Speeding your process up
and structuring your ideal freelance
workday Putting together a client benefitfocused marketing tools plan Raising your
rates and transmitting value to
prospective clients Avoiding those sixfigure earner pitfalls Throughout this
book, readers will have guided action
plans and checklists to customize their
own specific freelance business.
A New York Times bestseller with an
"engaging narrative and array of detail”
(The Wall Street Journal), the “intimate
and sweeping” (Raleigh News & Observer)
untold, true story behind the Biltmore
Estate—the largest, grandest private
residence in North America, which has seen
more than 120 years of history pass by its
front door. The story of Biltmore spans
World Wars, the Jazz Age, the Depression,
and generations of the famous Vanderbilt
family, and features a captivating cast of
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Jobs Thomas Wolfe, Teddy Roosevelt,
Fitzgerald,
John Singer Sargent, James Whistler, Henry
James, and Edith Wharton. Orphaned at a
young age, Edith Stuyvesant Dresser
claimed lineage from one of New York’s
best known families. She grew up in
Newport and Paris, and her engagement and
marriage to George Vanderbilt was one of
the most watched events of Gilded Age
society. But none of this prepared her to
be mistress of Biltmore House. Before
their marriage, the wealthy and bookish
Vanderbilt had dedicated his life to
creating a spectacular European-style
estate on 125,000 acres of North Carolina
wilderness. He summoned the famous
landscape architect Frederick Law Olmsted
to tame the grounds, collaborated with
celebrated architect Richard Morris Hunt
to build a 175,000-square-foot chateau,
filled it with priceless art and antiques,
and erected a charming village beyond the
gates. Newlywed Edith was now mistress of
an estate nearly three times the size of
Washington, DC and benefactress of the
village and surrounding rural area. When
fortunes shifted and changing times
threatened her family, her home, and her
community, it was up to Edith to save
Biltmore—and secure the future of the
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the fascinating,
“soaring and gorgeous”
(Karen Abbott) story of how the largest
house in America flourished, faltered, and
ultimately endured to this day.
Being your own boss can lead to incredible
profts - here's how... Whether you call
yourself a freelancer, consultant,
independent contractor or solo
professional of any kind, 'The Wealthy
Freelancer: 12 Secrets to a Great Income
and an Enviable Lifestyle', shows you how
to get the clients, income, and lifestyle
you deserve. So you can put more money in
the bank, enjoy more time with your family
and make a great living doing what you
truly love to do, free from the burden of
employment... Filled with proven ideas and
real-world examples from dozens of
successful freelancers, 'The Wealthy
Freelancer' is essential reading for any
solo professional who wants to enjoy a
lifestyle that's 'wealthy' in every sense
of the word. Here's a glimpse of what's
waiting for you inside this book: * Why
the typical one-size-fits-all marketing
advice rarely works, and a fool-proof
system for determining the optimal mix of
marketing activities for your specific
circumstances and goals. * How to get more
prospects to say "Yes!" to the fees that
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in your field almost never works,
and what to do instead. * How to charge
more - and earn more - by creating new
income streams closely related to your
core business. *How to have more time for
the life you want and still have a great
income. *How to "test the waters" and land
freelance work now, even if you're already
employed. * Why freelancing has moved
beyond creative fields and into mainstream
careers such as Engineering, Software
Development, Bookkeeping, and more than
160 other professions. * Stories of reallife freelancers who destroy the myth that
freelancers barely scrape by. * Dozens
more proven tips and strategies to build a
more profitable and fulfilling solo
business.
Amazingly, one-third of the American
workforce is freelance—that’s 42 million
people who have to wrestle with not just
doing the work, but finding the work, then
getting paid for the work, plus health
care, taxes, setting up an office,
marketing, and so on. Now help is here,
and consultants, independent contractors,
the self-employed, “solopreneurs,” and
everyone else living a freelancer’s life
will never be alone again but instead can
be part of a strong and vibrant community.
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Sara Horowitz, MacArthur “Genius”
Fellow and founder of the national
Freelancers Union and, most recently, the
Freelancers Insurance Company, The
Freelancer’s Bible will help those new to
freelancing learn the ropes, and will help
those who’ve been freelancing for a while
grow and expand. It’s the one-stop, allencompassing guide to every practical
detail and challenge of being a nimble,
flexible, and successful freelancer: the
three essentials of getting clients and
the three most important ways to keep them
happy. Five fee-setting strategies.
Thirteen tactics for making it through a
prolonged dry spell. Setting up a home
office vs. renting space. The one-hour
contract. A dozen negotiating dos and
don’ts. Building and maintaining your
reputation. Dealing with deadbeats. Health
Insurance 101. Record-keeping and taxes.
Productivity, including a quiz: “What Is
Your Ideal Day?” Building a community.
Subcontracting and other strategies for
taking your freelancing career to the next
level. Retirement plans, plans for saving
for education, and how to achieve
financial freedom.
The Freelance Mum
The Freelance Bible
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This Year Will Be Different
Freelance Newbie
From Idea to Income in 27 Days
The Complete Idiot's Guide to Making Money
in Freelancing
Work at Home
"A true gift to every freelancer" - "Highly recommended" "Refreshing, practical, and inspirational" - "So much fun to
read" - "Packed with good, solid advice" - "Any freelancer
would benefit from this book"So, you've gone freelance. And
you're making a living. But have you made yourself a life?
Freelancing should set you free. But for some, it's more like a
prison sentence - because they just don't make enough money.
Cash Money Freelancing will show you how to turn your
freelance business into a bona fide money-making machine.
It's packed with ideas to turbo-charge your freelancing, from
setting your goals through to making better deals, earning
higher fees and exploring new ways to grow. Here's what
you'll learn... Understanding work, wealth and money mind
What does wealth mean to you? (It's more than just money...)
Why you need a 'money mind' as well as a 'work mind' Why
'just doing the work' isn't enough Why earning more money
needn't mean tossing your principles overboard Setting
direction Knowing your purpose How to set an earnings target
Why you have to leave your past behind Identifying your ideal
client Why you need to build a financial cushion Setting and
presenting your prices How to understand the unique value
you offer The best ways to charge - and what you should
charge for Why precedents are so powerful - and profitable
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pro Why you need to keep emotion out of
negotiations How to set your topline and baseline prices
Knowing your best alternative to a deal - and your prospect's
Why introductory discounts and free samples make no sense
Proven techniques for increasing your rates Why you have to
charge more - not just work more How to charge more to new
and existing clients Should you keep pace with inflation - or
just double your rates overnight? Ways to be more
entrepreneurial Build a menu of service packages to help
clients buy from you Work on retainer or sell service
subscriptions Specialize, semi-specialize or generalize? Get
some help by buddying up or delegating Broaden your
business by diversifying or moving along the value chain. If
you've got the skills, the work and the clients, but your
freelance business still isn't jumping the way it should, Cash
Money Freelancing has the answers you need. It's like a
double espresso for your freelance business! Look at it this
way. This book costs less than a round of drinks, but the ideas
it contains could add hundreds or even thousands to your
freelance earnings. You do the math!
How to start your own business, grow you client base, and
promote yourself without selling out or starving. This no faff,
no fluff guide is peppered with applicable advice (things we
learned from starting our own business), unasked-for humor,
and worksheets (homework, gasp!) to help you just get started
already. Because raw talent and good ideas aren't enough. And
because you can do this. Really.Learn How to: Structure your
business, File all the paperwork,Write a business plan, Make a
budget, Get great contract templates, Set pricing, Pitch a
quote, Build a client roster, Communicate effectively, Stay
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TODAY...Begin Making a Pile of Cash Online--- For The
Price OF A Starbucks Drink! So you want to learn how to
make money on the internet but don't quite know how or
where to start? This is the perfect book for you. Why? This is
the book that will lay the proven fundamental online money
making approaches, so you can decide on your best path.
There's literally an infinite number of ways to earn online, and
knowing the basic ways will open doors to the more
sophisticated ones. You will likewise learn about the different
platforms such as Amazon, book publishing, affiliate
marketing, social media marketing, Youtube, ebay and more.
This book is written straight from personal experience in my
journey to financial freedom in the online world for more than
a decade! In your first week you will be able to earn your first
dollars even without prior experience, no technical expertise
and ZERO investment! This is for the absolute beginner (or
kids) who haven't earned their first hundred dollars online yet.
The internet can be a confusing place. This book will help
clarify the most importan and consistent ways to make money
FAST online -- so you won't have to waste hundreds of hours
on the wrong approaches. All you need is a computer and good
internet connection -- there's bound to be something for you so
you can consistently earn, even if you're a child,person with
disability or a stay at home housewife. You can make money
from home online, period. You can earn active and passive
income while surfing at the beach if you choose to. Resources
will be provided, so you'll know exactly where to go when
you're ready to start your journey. Setup doesnt take long at
all.In some cases you can literally be up and running making
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NOT a get rich scheme! Although once you find a good
method, and understand automation and scaling? You can
make money pretty fast without any added effort! But only till
then, and not before. You can "realistically" make thousands
of dollars or more in your first year. That's possible because
softwares, robots, websites do the grunt work for you. Your
job is to find a working method, automate and scale! Things
not possible with standard, brick and mortar businesses which
can't be automated easily and inexpensively. They require
large inventories, capital or a lot of new employees etc. The
information contained here won't be outdated anytime soon.
You can re-read this book in 5 years, and the methods will still
work -- thought minor alterations would probably be needed.
In this book you'll learn the following: CLASSIFIED ADS
EBAY AND RELATED AUCTION SITES SOCIAL MEDIA
MARKETING FREELANCING CONTENT WRITING
GHOST WRITING GRAPHIC DESIGN VIRTUAL
ASSISTANT TRANSCRIPTION TRANSLATION
BLOGGING ADSENSE OTHER ADSENSE
ALTERNATIVES ONLINE MARKETING ONLINE
TUTORING SEO STOCK PHOTOGRAPHY VIDEO
EDITING SELLING INFO-PRODUCTS SELLING YOUR
MUSIC ONLINE WEBSITE DEVELOPMENT VIDEO
MARKETING AFFILIATE MARKETING MAKING
MONEY ON FIVERR WHERE TO FIND ONLINE JOBS
GETTING STARTED WITH ONLINE JOBS
MAINTAINING ONLINE PRESENCE AND MAKING
MONEY WHY CHOOSE TO WORK ONLINE HOW
MUCH DO YOU NEED TO INVEST TO EARN ONLINE
ONLINE PAYMENT METHODS ONLINE SAFETY FOR
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If you've always dreamed of making a living as a writer, this
book will take you where you want to go. Starting Your Career
as a Freelance Writer, Second Edition, demystifies the process
of becoming a writer and gives aspiring writers all the tools
they need to become successful freelance writers, get their
names in print, and start earning a healthy income from
writing. Completely revised and updated, the second edition
includes an entirely new section on the "online writer,"
discussing how to set up your own website, whether you need
a blog, how to effectively participate in social networking
sites, and information on electronic publishing, POD and
more. New chapters provide guidance on writing for
international markets and other writing opportunities such as
ghostwriting, speech-writing, technical writing, copyediting,
teaching, etc. This indispensable resource walks writers
through the process of developing marketable ideas and then
finding appropriate markets for those ideas. It includes
effective tips on how to set writing goals; make time for
writing; hone research and interview techniques; create
outlines and first drafts, approach editors (online and offline),
and prepare and submit material. Writers will also discover the
vital business issues of freelancing such as rights and
contracts, plus how to manage income, expenses, and taxes.
Author Moira Allen has more than 30 years experience both as
a freelance writer and as an editor; her tips come from a keen
understanding of what works from both sides of the desk.
Whether readers are looking to support themselves as full-time
freelancers or supplement an existing career, no one wanting
to make money as a writer can afford to be without this book.
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broad range
of books on the visual and performing arts, with
emphasis on the business of art. Our titles cover subjects such
as graphic design, theater, branding, fine art, photography,
interior design, writing, acting, film, how to start careers,
business and legal forms, business practices, and more. While
we don't aspire to publish a New York Times bestseller or a
national bestseller, we are deeply committed to quality books
that help creative professionals succeed and thrive. We often
publish in areas overlooked by other publishers and welcome
the author whose expertise can help our audience of readers.
Control Your Destiny - Become a Successful Freelancer
Today!
Making Money as Freelancer
7 Simple Steps to Start Your Freelance Writing Business and
Earn Your First $1,000
The 50 Laws of Freelancing
The Wealthy Freelancer
275+ Ways to Decrease Spending, Increase Savings, and Make
Your Money Work for You!
Freelancers
A Guide for Creatives
Make Freelancing More Stable Freelancing is
difficult. It's tough to plan for growth (in client
volume and revenue) when current income is
too unstable to even consider anything beyond
the here and now. This book dives deep on
making freelancing more stable, beating
"treading water" cycles, repelling 'bad apple'
clients, multiplying online exposure and follows
the journey of Liam, with honest, clear advice
and guidance from laptop and rented desk to
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for A perennial business builder who
'finally got something to work', Liam Veitch has
many strings to his bow along with many
failures to learn from. Web designer and now
founder at UK based web agencyTone
(tone.co.uk) as well as freelancer community
Freelancelift (freelancelift.com) this book
comprises everything he wished he knew first
time around. In his own words, he did
freelancing 'right this time' and this book
comes from a realisation that in the three years
which passed - this second time round as a
freelancer - the business has generated over
$1.1M. This debut, feature length book lays out
the key mindset fixes which made this possible.
Who's it for? This book exists to help
freelancers earn more this month than they did
last month, by leveraging big-business thinking
and creating a state of constantevolutionary
improvement. "My intention is to describe my
experiences and provide inspiration and
practical advice for putting them to work in
your business. These experiences have led to
an enormous amount of financial freedom and
professional predictability for me...something I
could only dream about before." What's inside?
226 pages of honest, actionable advice to help
you build something incredible from your tiny
freelance business. Make freelancing more
stable Beat "treading water" cycles Repel 'bad
apple' clients Multiply online exposure Build
income predictability Have dream clients find
you Leverage recurring revenue Work less while
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book is not
nor is it to improve the actual service you're
providing (I'm making the assumption this is
already the best it can be). This book is here to
help give a fresh perspective in a space
dominated by mediocrity. Your time is now. As
a one-person business, it's easy to think that
you're somehow exempt from that word…
'business'. I'm here to tell you this is what
keeps most freelancers thinking like, well,
freelancers. Screw that! This book serves to lay
out everything I wish I'd have known first time
around. It's been exhausting, a blast, and I
can't wait to show you what I came up with.
The definitive resource for a new generation of
freelancers! Freelance writer, internet
marketer, and mobile entrepreneur Yuwanda
Black specializes in helping young freelancers
build a business and "live the freelance life,"
and in The Ultimate Freelancer's Guidebook,
she gives you the tools you need to be
successful in the ever-growing freelance
market. Whether you're just starting out or
looking to grow and expand, you'll learn how to:
Break into the freelance market Find the bestpaying jobs Negotiate a contract Build a brand
Create a strong online presence and portfolio
You'll also learn how to build your reputation in
the freelance market, form long-lasting
professional relationships, and start taking
control of your own employment destiny--and
success!
Shares strategies for accumulating real-world
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lessons from a variety of sources
effectively used by the authors during the
recent financial crisis.
Presents a guide to the skills needed to become
an adventurous archaeologist like Indiana
Jones, including how to identify secret
passageways and booby traps, how to handle
poisonous snakes, and how to break free if
you're tied up.
The No-Nonsense Guide to Avoiding Scams and
Generating Real Income from Anywhere
The Ultimate Guide to Running a Successful
Freelance Business
Creative, Inc.
Everything You Need to Know to Have the
Career of Your Dreams—On Your Terms
The Indiana Jones Handbook
Starting Your Career as a Freelance Writer
Freelance, and Business, and Stuff
76 Bright Ideas to Make More Money from Your
Freelance Business

Work At Home is a no-nonsense guide to launching a
work-at-home business by this time next month—even
if someone is starting from scratch. In Work At Home,
Caitlin Pyle, an entrepreneur, walks readers through
three simple steps to work-at-home or work-fromanywhere freedom. The first step is to break free from
the lies about education, money, work, business, and
success that keep people from building work-at-home
income. The second step is to avoid the scams and
identifying the right opportunity. The third step is to
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launch a work-at-home business. Throughout the
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book, Caitlin shares the ups and downs of the work-athome world using the same no-nonsense approach that
helped her get featured in publications such as Forbes,
Business Insider, Fast Company, and more. Work At
Home even provides readers with a thirty-day launch
plan to help them start earning real work-at-home
income by this time next month.
From the creators of the hit podcast comes an
interactive self-help guide for creative entrepreneurs,
where they share their best tools and tactics on "being
boss" in both business and life. Kathleen Shannon and
Emily Thompson are self-proclaimed "business
besties" and hosts of the top-ranked podcast Being
Boss, where they talk shop and share their combined
expertise with other creative entrepreneurs. Now they
take the best of their from-the- trenches advice, giving
you targeted guidance on: The Boss Mindset: how to
weed out distractions, cultivate confidence, and tackle
"fraudy feelings" Boss Habits: including a tested
method for visually mapping out goals with magical
results Boss Money: how to stop freaking out about
finances and sell yourself (without shame) With
worksheets, checklists, and other real tools for
achieving success, here's a guide that will truly help
you "be boss" not only at growing your business, but
creating a life you love.
Ready to Break Free From the 9-5 and Set Your Own
Schedule? You want to work, be successful, and make
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more money. The trouble is you've been conditioned to
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think that the only way to make more money is to
work harder. Put in more hours. Cram in more
projects. Sooner or later, you'll take a step back and
think What the heck am I doing? Please. For the love
of all that's holy. STOP! There is a better way. Written
for the new freelancer or remote employee, The Work
at Home Success Guide will show you how to skip as
much of the struggle as possible and be more
successful working on your own terms. Author Julie
Anne Eason shares her own journey starting a sixfigure freelance writing business as a stay-at-home
mom (hint: it started by writing $25 articles for the
local newspaper.) She also reveals strategies it took
decades to perfect. By the time you finish reading,
you'll understand how to: Attract the best clients (you
know, the ones who pay). Price your work and get paid
on time (without the usual drama). Set up your work
environment for maximum productivity (even if you
have young children underfoot).
Build Your Business and Your Financial Future As a
solopreneur, you can reinvent the way you work with
much more freedom, fun, and financial security.
There’s never been a better time to earn more money
by starting a full- or part-time solo venture. But being
your own boss can be a challenge or feel scary when
you don’t have a roadmap. In Money-Smart
Solopreneur, Laura D. Adams answers questions every
aspiring and new entrepreneur has about creating a
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business and building a secure financial future. It's a
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complete guide for what to do, critical mistakes to
avoid, and how to start a solo business without taking
too much risk. You'll get answers to these common
questions: Can I get started without any filings or
paperwork? Do I need a business bank account? How
can I budget and reach goals with an irregular
income? What business entity is best? When should I
incorporate? How do I protect my intellectual
property? When do I need an accountant? How can I
figure out how much to charge clients? What tax
deadlines am I required to meet? Do I need a business
license? When should I leave my day job? Which tools
are worth paying for? No matter if you're a freelancer,
independent contractor, or side-hustler in the ondemand economy, you'll get essential knowledge, tools,
and inspiration to live a successful solopreneur life.
Laura D. Adams demystifies how to start and build
any solo or small business. She covers legal, financial,
and tax issues you must know to stay out of trouble.
Her upbeat tone and approach for managing variable
income, using an automatic money system, and
creating a self-employed benefits package are just a
few gems you'll discover. Laura's smart tips and
chapter exercises include refreshing strategies for
earning more, managing the unexpected, and reaching
financial goals. You'll come away empowered to build
your full- or part-time solo business and create longlasting financial security. After reading Money-Smart
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Solopreneur, you'll be able to: Earn full- or part-time
Regular Jobs
self-employed income with confidence. Refine your
business and brand vision. Evaluate the pros and cons
of working as a solopreneur. Create a strategy to exit a
day job by building a business on the side.
Turbocharge your productivity using pro tips. Create
a financial safety net and leapfrog to the life you want.
Organize and legally protect your business using
simple techniques. Set higher rates, create better
proposals, and negotiate wisely. Save money by
operating a home-based business. Set up an automatic
money system to achieve goals and build wealth.
The Evolution of a $1m Web Designer
The Complete Guide to Freelancing
My So-Called Freelance Life
The Six-Figure Freelancer
The Last Castle
The Freelancer's Bible
The Epic Story of Love, Loss, and American Royalty
in the Nation's Largest Home
Insider Secrets Every Freelancer Must Know
Illustrates that breaking the traditional "rules" of
freelancing can lead to success by revealing tips that the
most successful freelancers use.
The Money Book for Freelancers, Part-timers, and the
Self-employedThe Only Personal Finance System for
People with Not-so-regular JobsCurrency
This is a book for people like us, and we all know who
we are. We make our own hours, keep our own profits,
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chart our own way. We have things like gigs, contracts,
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clients, and assignments. All of us are working toward
our dreams: doing our own work, on our own time, on
our own terms. We have no real boss, no corporate
nameplate, no cubicle of our very own. Unfortunately,
we also have no 401(k)s and no one matching them, no
benefits package, and no one collecting our taxes until
April 15th. It’s time to take stock of where you are and
where you want to be. Ask yourself: Who is planning for
your retirement? Who covers your expenses when clients
flake out and checks are late? Who is setting money
aside for your taxes? Who is responsible for your health
insurance? Take a good look in the mirror: You are. The
Money Book for Freelancers, Part-Timers, and the SelfEmployed describes a completely new, comprehensive
system for earning, spending, saving, and surviving as
an independent worker. From interviews with financial
experts to anecdotes from real-life freelancers, plus
handy charts and graphs to help you visualize key
concepts, you’ll learn about topics including: •
Managing Cash Flow When the Cash Isn’t Flowing
Your Way • Getting Real About What You’re Really
Earning • Tools for Getting Out of Debt and Into
Financial Security • Saving Consistently When You
Earn Irregularly • What To Do When a Client’s Check
Doesn’t Come In • Health Savings Accounts and How
To Use Them • Planning for Retirement, Taxes and
Dreams—All On Your Own
Offers advice for freelancers on charging fees,
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managing time and money, finding clients, and
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balancing work with family life
Money-Smart Solopreneur
Side Hustle
Learn How to Land the Best Jobs, Build Your Brand,
and Be Your Own Boss
Best Business Practices, Tools and Strategies for
Freelancers
The Freelancer Manifesto
11 Big Ideas to Stand Out and Thrive in the New
Economy
Real Ways to Make Money Fast Online from Home for
Beginners
How to Survive and Thrive as a Creative Professional
for Hire
'Finally! The book that millions of people
have been crying out for. An empowering guide
of how to use your work to achieve
independence, inspiration and - crucially balance' Bruce Daisley, author of The Joy of
Work and VP,Twitter You want to go freelance.
You want to make your career work for you, on
your terms and determined by your own
definition of success. You want autonomy,
flexibility and variety. But where do you
start? In The Freelance Bible, award-winning
entrepreneur and freelancer, Alison Grade,
guides you through absolutely everything that
you need to know to start your successful
self-employed life. Starting from day one,
she will help you develop your personal
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your client
balance, negotiate deals and value your time
as you become more established. This is your
complete guide to turning your talent into a
fulfilling and sustainable career. 'Alison
strikes an excellent and inspirational
balance; sharing tips and advice that help
you work out how to be secure in insecurity
and ace the journey to becoming a freelancer'
Alex Mahon CEO, Channel 4
Earn six figures as a freelance content
marketing writer with this comprehensive howto-guide. Jennifer shares her proven ideas,
step-by-step processes and templates for
writers of all career stages. Hundreds of
writers (including Jennifer, herself) have
used these methods to find high-paying
clients, increase their income and create
businesses they truly love.
Offers a step-by-step guide to launching a
successful freelance career.
This book helps you understand the business
of writing so you can turn your work into
money. More than 40 articles, collected from
the pages of Writer's Digest magazine, answer
your business and financial questions about
freelance writing, from researching new
markets to making business contacts, setting
pay rates and understanding copyright laws.
It focuses on all varieties of writing, such
as commercial copy, novel writing and
magazine pieces.
The Only Personal Finance System for People
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The Roadmap
Achieve Financial, Time and Life Freedom
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Net Words: Creating High-Impact Online Copy
Cash Money Freelancing
The Ultimate Freelancer's Guidebook
The Money Book for Freelancers, Part-timers,
and the Self-employed

More time with your kids, making the money you know
you're worth and a better work/life balance. No
wonder more women than ever are choosing to be
become freelance mums. In the last decade, 70% more
mums have chosen to go freelance. Annie Ridout was
one of them. And in her enlightening new book, she
shares the tips and tricks that helped her build a
better working life around her family. From choosing a
career and launching a website, to getting your name
out there and perfecting your brand, to the nitty gritty
of childcare options and daily routines, The Freelance
Mum is a comprehensive guide to setting out on your
own path. Using her own experience, alongside advice
from other mums that make it work, including Arianna
Huffington, Scummy Mummies, Carrie-Anne Roberts,
Robyn Wilder, Zoe de Pass, Cherry Healey, Sali
Hughes and Anna Jones, Annie will show that with
hard work and determination, any mother can thrive
as a freelancer.
Tired of clocking in and losing out? Want to pursue
creative, fulfilling work on your own time and also
make a living in the process? My So-Called Freelance
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daily grind and turn their freelance dreams
into reality. Michelle Goodman, author of The Anti
9-to-5 Guide and self-proclaimed former “wage slave,”
offers tips, advice, how-to’s, and everything else a
woman needs to pursue a freelance career. Confused
as to whether you should tell your clients that the odd
gurgling sound during a conference call is emanating
from the infant sleeping on your shoulder? Goodman
answers all of the unusual questions that may arise for
women exploring the freelance world. Far more than
your normal business guidebook, My So-Called
Freelance Life blends candid, humorous anecdotes
from a wide variety of freelancers with Goodman’s
own personal experiences as a creative worker for
hire. Whether you’re a freelance first-timer or a
seasoned creative professional, copyediting queen or
web guru, My So-Called Freelance Life is an
invaluable resource for anyone interested in
freelancing.
This Year Will Be Different is a book for and about
entrepreneurial women; a practical guide for everyone
who wants to start their own business or become a
freelancer. It's filled with tips, tricks, stories and
interviews with women who are now making money as
bloggers, designers, consultants, photographers and
many more great professions within the creative
industries.
Cassie and Val were raised in a Kung Fu Orphanage.
Now they're Freelancers -- hired guns who solve
unsolvable problems for Hollywood's rich and powerful
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secret that
threatens to cripple Los Angeles... In a city
where loyalty runs only as deep as one's bank account,
Cassie and Val have to take on the most dangerous
gigs just so they can keep the lights on and continue
living off ramen. Red-hot newcomers Eric Esquivel and
Joshua Covey bring you the smash hit series full of
raucous nights, beautiful dreamers, and heartbreak inbetween trips to the newest food trucks.
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